Chromosomes in tumors derived from mouse tumor x diploid cell hybrids obtained in vitro.
Hybrids formed in vivo between Cl.1D tumor cells and host cells have been shown to carry a copy of each chromosome pair contributed by the host cell parent (1). However, in these hybrids, the tissue type of the host cell parents remained unknown. In the present study, hybrids between the malignant Cl.1D fibroblasts and either normal diploid fibroblasts (CF hybrids) or normal thymocytes (CT hybrids) were examined. These hybrids produced tumors when injected into host mice. Metaphases of growing hybrid cell tumors were analyzed. Neither CF nor CT malignant hybrids showed loss of any specific chromosome pair contributed by the normal cell parent. Since elimination of any chromosome pair contributed by the diploid fibroblast parent is not a prerequisite for CF hybrid tumoral growth, it seems unlikely that malignancy of hybrids results from nonexpression of normal alleles of those genes putatively implied in malignancy of Cl.1D cells.